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“Grandpa, such an effective individual, why did he wed right into the Sue household, and 

was reprimanded as a good-for-nothing by all the people in the city?” Tian Ling’ er asked 

with complication. 

Tian Changsheng couldn’t identify the reason either, however he recognized Samuel was 

not a straightforward person. 

Since he had such a solid ability as well as was willing to hide in the Sue family, he must 

have an objective. 

” Tian Changsheng knew that he had actually misinterpreted Samuel. His previous mindset 

was totally due to the fact that he can do it, yet theTian Changsheng believed that he was 

big-headed. 

There need to be a reason for a gent’s concealment. 

What did he want? 

 

” Grandpa, do not you assume he is a really superb person?” Tian Ling’ emergency room all 

of a sudden smiled with a troublesome appearance. 

Tian Changsheng frowned and also advised Tian Ling’ er, “Ling’ emergency room, do not fail 

to remember that he is the son-in-law of the Sue family members as well as is currently 

wed.” 

” But the Sue household does not value him whatsoever, as well as they even treat him as a 

good-for-nothing. Besides, he and Yvonne ought to have nothing to do with each other,” 

Tian Ling’ er said carelessly. 

 

” Ling’ emergency room, you’re just eighteen years old this year. It’s not the time to think 

about these things,” Tian Changsheng claimed with a bitter smile. 



” But if we miss out on such a superb man, can we still find him? Tian Ling’ er didn’t mind 

that he was married. 

A male can get divorced. For an excellent man, it was worth it even if he were to be second-

born. 

” However you must recognize that despite how stunning a rose is, it has thorns. His 

excellence might make you injure.” Tian Changsheng never ever forced to intervene in Tian 

Ling’ er’s romance. As long as his granddaughter mored than happy, he would certainly do 

as she claimed. 

Although Samuel was married, like what Tian Ling’ emergency room had said, he was not 

valued, as well as it was difficult for him to make love with Yvonne. There was no practical 

significance to this marital relationship contract. 

If … this boy could truly become the son-in-law of the Heavenly Family members, perhaps it 

would certainly be a breakthrough for the Heavenly Household. 

The chances of Tian Changsheng’s mistakes were very little. He thought Samuel’s future 

success would certainly be immeasurable. 

How could such a silent boy do nothing for the rest of his life? 

” Grandfather, I intend to make close friends with him,” Tian Ling’ er stated with a smile. 

” You can try to get to know each other, however bear in mind not to be too deep crazy,” 

saidTian Changsheng. Those that did terrific things were never bound by small details. Even 

if Samuel was remarried to the Heavenly household, Tian Changsheng would invite him with 

both hands. 

Samuel was considered as a laughingstock and an item of trash in the Sue household. 

Who in the Sue family members would have thought that evenTian Changsheng would 

certainly assume so highly of Samuel? Even Tian Ling’ emergency room, the apple of his eye, 

would certainly love him. 

” Whoever is preferred by me, wait to surrender under my pomegranate skirt,” Tian Ling’ er 

elevated her pink clenched fists as well as said with an austere appearance. 



Tian Changsheng’s face contained a doting smile. He touched Tian Ling’ er’s head as well as 

claimed, “If you like it, do it. I will most definitely completely sustain you.” 

Samuel had never fantasized that he would resemble by this little girl, Tian Ling’er, even if 

he intended to utilize this opportunity to construct a connection with the Divine family 

members! 

When he returned house, there was no demand for him to pick up Yvonne to get off job. It 

seemed specifically vacant. 

Since their family was rich, Lydia as well as Godfrey invested virtually daily playing mahjong. 

Nonetheless, it was a good thing that Samuel did not have to encounter them for a very 

long time. 

After talking with He Ting for some time, Samuel returned to his area to remainder. 

The next day, Zhang Linghua would be discharged from the medical facility. He had to pick 

her up, and then arrange for her to operate in Weakriver Realty. Samuel kept this in mind. It 

was Lydia’s mistake, Samuel still could not birth to see Zhang Linghua as well as her 

daughter struggling for life. 

This could be his biggest weak point. He would not be considerate, he might not be iron-

hearted when something negative happened in front of him. Or else, he would feel guilty. 

Obviously, when encountering an adversary, Samuel’s viciousness was something that might 

not be doubted. 

 


